
Coin Counting and 
Wrapping Machine

WR-90
Standard model 

WR-500
Heavy-Duty model for large volume 
coin processing

WR-500/90

• Count accurately, and wrap precisely 
• User friendly operation  

* Above WR's are equipped with wrapped coin escrow parts, which may be purchased optionally.



WR-500/90

* Specifications and design are subject to change without notice.
* Please carefully read the instruction manual to ensure correct equipment usage.
* Copyright © 2010 GLORY LTD. ALL Right Reserved.

With newly designed coin transporting 
and stacking units, the WR-500 and 
WR-90 have realized smoother 
performance, and have drastically 
improved continuous operation. 

With utilization of built-on LCD control panel, screen 
visibility and operability were improved dramatically. 
The processing mode and data contents may be 
checked quickly and easily. Furthermore, easy-to-
understand illustrated operation guide provides 
accurate and applicable support.

 Multilanguage display
Different languages may be selected on the LCD 
panel, such as English, German, French, Spanish 
and so on (default is English). 

 Advanced detection capability against  
 forged coins and foreign materials*  
Detection against forged coins and foreign 
materials* have been improved.  A non-
designated denominations or foreign material 
coins are automatically rejected to a dedicated 
box. It enables WR to keep speedy and accurate 
counting and wrapping operation.
* Available with optional recognition sensors.
 Euro models are standard equipped with the recognition sensors.

 Options
Extra large hopper
Larger paper roll stand
Printer
Escrow for wrapped coins
External interface 
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Specifications

Coin Counting and 
Wrapping Machine

WR-500 and WR-90 realize speedy and accurate 
coin counting, bagging and wrapping process. 
Coin wrappers have become required equipments for CIT/armored carrier companies, 
mints and other industries in many different countries.  Glory WR series have met their 
needs, with enhanced speed and performances.  The WR-500 and WR-90 count and 
wrap coins smoother than conventional wrappers. 

Continuous Operation Improved Operability

Fully-opened upper and front doors Illustrated operation guidance display

Built-on LCD control panel


